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ABSTRACT
Enterprise Guide, a relatively new product from SAS, is a "point-and-click" environment that brings to both new and
experienced SAS users a higher level of SAS computing power. Although there are many different ways of completing
any task using SAS, completing tasks with Enterprise Guide is even faster for experienced SAS users and painless
for new SAS users.  We use a hypothetical project to demonstrate the power of Enterprise Guide through a project-
oriented approach.  While the primary beneficiaries of this article are new SAS users (with some understanding of
SQL), experienced SAS users can also benefit.

INTRODUCTION
The underlying message behind Enterprise Guide is being able to deliver solutions by cutting through the complexities
that make delivery of solutions complicated. Most of all, this solution uses an environment that is familiar to most or is
easy to pick up by a programmer or analyst somewhat familiar with SAS. This product requires very little training to
get started. To demonstrate, lets walk through an example of creating a simple project using Enterprise Guide. This
scenario will demonstrate some of the features that highlight functionality and user-friendliness of Enterprise Guide.
For this purpose I will create a project for a hypothetical company with a real-world experience.

PROJECT SCENARIO
I am calling this company Gizmoo1, based in the Midwest. They make widgets of different types, which are sold
through company brick-n-mortar stores in continental US, or over the Internet or via print catalog. Gizmoo1 also has
an online e-commerce website that sells the entire inventory. Gizmoo1 mails a paper catalog on a weekly cycle to
those in its customer base who have not had any activity in the last four months. Prospective customers who show
interest by requesting a catalog are also included in the weekly mailing. Consumers can register themselves either
online or by visiting one of the stores. These catalogs have three versions during a calendar year.  The company’s
marketing database called Consumer Marketing Database (CMD) houses about five million customer names,
addresses, and surveys. Every Monday, a part-time programmer runs a query against CMD (Informix database.) He
then waits for the results before downloading data from the server to his workstation. He then runs a number of SAS
programs in a specific order to consolidate, and merge/purge the customer lists. After this process completed, he
electronically transfers these to a catalog print vendor (Listalot). This catalog vendor prints and mails these catalog.

Gizmoo1’s marketing division has limited resources with no full-time SAS programmer. I am asked to help implement
a solution for weekly catalog processing. I have used SAS for about a year, plus have very limited exposure to
Enterprise Guide. I am also familiar with SQL. Before leaving for his vacation, the programmer did share his code. So
for past few of days I have been tinkering with Enterprise Guide and trying to incorporate SAS and SQL code into
Enterprise Guide environment and schedule this to run on a weekly basis with no input. There is a SAS Server
available for processing. Now we know that this solution can be implemented many different ways, but what follows is
only one potential way of automating this process. These are broken into the following six steps:

1- Creating Project Folder
Project tree is where I create or (as in this scenario) insert related code in. This tree structure is what Enterprise
Guide uses for code, data, tasks and reports. Only one project can be active at any one time.
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Figure 1-Initial Screen

Steps:

After starting up Enterprise Guide, I click on the New button  to create a new project.
Highlight project name and type in the new name ‘Weekly Catalog Mailing’. Click OK.
Click Save to save it with the same name as the project name or give it a new name (see Figure 3)

Figure 2 - Create a New Project
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Figure 3 - Project Save As

2-Assigning Libref
I assign a Libname statement to create library for datasets and output. In this environment, wdwhp25 is SAS running
on the server.

Steps:
From Insert menu select Code. (Figure 4) Type in node name as ‘Accessing Data’. Make sure that
the server is set to wdwhp25.

Figure 4 - Inserting Code Module

Type LIBNAME statement into the new code window (Figure 5).

Figure 5 - Libref assignment
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3-Accessing Data
In order to get data from CMD database, I modified SQL that was provided by programmer. Only change I made was
to make this SQL into a pass-through SQL.

Steps:
From Insert menu select Code. (Figure 4) Type in node name as ‘SQL Processing.’ Make sure that
server is set to wdwhp25.
Paste or type in SQL code in this node window. (Figure 6)
NOTE: You can modify this code by either double clicking on ‘SQL Processing’ node and once the
window displays, make appropriate changes. You are now building SAS datasets

Figure 6 - SQL Code example

4-SAS Data step
Now that I coded for datasets from previous step, I need to do merges, deduping, and suppressions to make weekly
list current and mailable. Recall that we started off with two files, one contained names of our existing guests and
other contained guests who were ‘first-timers’ to CMD. We can now customize catalog messaging and enclose a
different offer for new customers versus existing customers. For this reason code has to be able to distinguish
between these two customer types.

Steps:
From Insert menu selected Code. Called this ‘SAS Processing.’
Pasted SAS code that I got from the programmer.
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Figure 7 - SAS Code

5-Transferring files to Print-Vendor
Weekly customer list is now ready to be sent to Listalot for catalog printing and shipping. Here again Enterprise Guide
made it easy to consolidate this code under a project tree.

Steps:
From Insert menu selected Code. Called this ‘Export to Catalog Vendor.’ (Figure 9)
This code will transfer a weekly file to Listalot for catalog processing

Figure 7 - FTP Weekly File

6-Scheduling task
Projects can be scheduled to run on a periodic basis. For this scenario, it is able to utilize scheduling feature of
Enterprise Guide. I established a weekly schedule, which allows tasks to run in a particular order at a pre-determined
day and time.

Steps;
From Tools menu option, I selected Process Flow Builder.
I then clicked on selected tasks in particular order by double clicking these. I got a screen similar to
Figure 8.
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Figure 8 - Scheduled Task Process Flow Builder

To schedule these tasks to run. From Tools menu, I clicked Schedule Weekly Catalog Mailing
(this would the project name)

Figure 9 - select Schedule option

I selected ‘Schedule’ tab and clicked on New. Since I wanted this to run every Monday morning. I
chose ‘Weekly’ from Schedule Task option and clicked on Monday and with a start time of 9:00 AM
(see Figure 10) For more advanced option consult either the help screens or a manual for specifics.
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Figure 10 - Weekly Task schedule

Clicked OK
Of course after these steps don’t forget to save the project. You just completed a project!

CONCLUSION
Enterprise Guide is an invaluable addition to the suite of tools that SAS offers. This paper is just a sample of project-
oriented point-in-click approach for solving business issues using Enterprise Guide. There are several other ways of
accomplishing the same tasks, but what makes this unique is having ability to work in a friendly point-n-click windows
environment. Plus, the capability to use existing SAS code, which even if developed outside of Enterprise Guide, can
be added to projects. This one scenario demonstrated the continued enhancement of this product.
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